1. Start outside building SH, and walk toward the PATH sign.
2. Make a right at the PATH sign, and walk on the sidewalk toward Clifton Springs Road.
3. Turn right on Clifton Springs Road, and follow the sidewalk to Panthersville Road.
4. Turn right on Panthersville Road, and walk to the entrance of Lot 1 outside building SF.
5. Turn right into Lot 1, and follow sidewalk past building SF.
6. Turn right in front of building SA to follow the sidewalk downhill to Lot 2.
7. Pass through Lot 2, and continue along sidewalk toward building SG.
8. Take a right in front of building SG to go farther down the hill to Lot 3.
9. Turn left to follow the sidewalk along Lot 3 back towards buildings SC and SH.
10. Follow the sidewalk between buildings SC and SH, and wrap around building SH.
11. Arrive back at starting point outside building SH.

Nearby Attractions
• Native Botanical Gardens
• PATH Foundation Trail

OVER FOR MAP
Leisurely pace
30 minutes

Moderate pace
20 minutes at 3 mph

Vigorous pace
12 minutes at 5 mph

Times are approximate.
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